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HUNNY: FAST
FACTS
Hunny is an all-in-one, social
e-commerce platform based on the
marketing power of influencers. Members
interact with influencers in specific
categories such as sports, entertainment,
fashion and beauty.
They are given curated opportunities to
purchase products, discounted deals, and
unique experiences not generally offered
elsewhere. Members are rewarded in
loyalty points for the time they spend on
the platform.

Bringing all of these elements together transforms an
immature influencer landscape into one that creates a
bottom-line benefit for all key stakeholders. Hunny’s use
of top technologies like AI (artificial intelligence) and data
analytics help advertisers and influencers better
understand the behavior of their audience and how to
engage them on any given campaign or post.
Big Data meets Deep Data for influencers.

KEY TRACTION

2.2M+

9M+

12

Opened access to top

Established a pipeline of over 9M

Building relationships with key

Instagram influencers with

potential members through partner

suppliers

combined 2.2M+ followers

channels and key supplier
relationships under negotiation.
Possible macro deal with a company
with over 300,000 vendors in their
universe to align with.

KEY
INDUSTRY
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THE DIGITAL
MARKETING DISCONNECT

Digital marketing has witnessed a seismic shift in just a few years. Now it
is all about the influence.
Influencer marketing recently became the fastest-growing online
customer acquisition method, quickly becoming the best way to reach
the up-and-coming generations of spenders. In fact, 6 in 10 teens follow
advice from influencers over that from celebrities.

Marketers are responding in droves, realizing the
awesome results that the influencer practice can
produce for their brands. A recent study revealed
that 67% planned to increase their influencer
budgets over the next 12 months, with a
particular focus on Instagram.

That said, the influencer marketing ecosystem is far from perfect. A few of the persisting issues that brands
and influencers are forced to deal with:
Inconsistent data sharing: Influencer

Missed cues: Consumers receive ads for

platforms don’t always deliver, costing

things they don’t want, also hurting

advertisers millions.

advertisers.

Antiquated engagement: Traditional

Inability to access local influencers:

customer engagement practices are

Affects support for grassroots marketing.

unreliable.
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A MORE
POSITIVE INFLUENCE
The time has come to cure what ails the influencer
marketing world.

INTRODUCING HUNNY:
An AI-powered social e-commerce platform where
members can interact with influencers in different
categories such as sports, entertainment, fashion and
beauty.
In addition to aggregating top social influencers,
Hunny also offers members great deals and
superior personalized experiences - and brings it
all together with social media functionality. We
are the first social media platform to combine all
these elements.

Think of our platform as a targeted, laser-focused
e-commerce website where we take a deal-driven approach
to connecting businesses with customers, while providing a
higher level of insight and the branding power of influencer
marketing.
Hunny works by engaging members in specific lounges that
reflect their lifestyles. Members can view what styles are
trending in the fashion lounge, score tickets to the big MMA
fight in the sports lounge, or see what is happening in the
entertainment world, all while easily navigating through the
site in just seconds.
It is the ultimate social community experience. Hunny
connects people to social influencers who share their passions
and opens up a world of interactive possibilities.
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INSIDE HUNNY
Hunny plans to allow members to purchase unique experiences and deeply discounted products and services
tied to sports, music, beauty and fashion, using their Hunny Reward Card or regular debit/credit card.

MEMBER JOURNEY:
It starts with AI and data analytics. Members receive
targeted, customized, unique experiences that match their
interests.
As members browse Hunny’s curated content, they will be
rewarded with Hunny Loyalty Points. The more time spent
on Hunny, the more opportunities members will have to win
unique experiences and other prizes offered daily.

INFLUENCER JOURNEY:
We are consolidating thousands of influencers under a
single roof and allowing them to merge all social
media accounts onto one dashboard. Our rich suite of
AI tools provides even more influencer benefits,
including user growth and social media brand
campaign management.
All the influencer needs to do is to join a lounge and
press “send” to activate content and engage
members. The influencers will be compensated with a
percentage of sales in their lounge and stock.

One of Hunny’s top features is its customized social shopping experiences.
Members receive targeted deals and deep discounts on products and services based on their interests. From
influencer meet-and-greets to unforgettable getaways, here is a glimpse at what we offer:

Ultimate Ireland Adventure
2019 ESPY Awards
Xtreme Driving Experience
Unforgettable African Safari
VIP at Churchill Downs

Rolling Stones in Chicago
Sonoma Winemaker Experience
NFL Sunday Tailgate
Play in Park City
National Finals Rodeo

Hunny will also offer flash deals, best sellers,
recommended deals, all-time favorites, and
unique experiences - making them available
for purchase in one click. We will target
these offers to our members based on our AI
and data analytics.
Members are rewarded in loyalty points for
everything they do on the site, from window
shopping to browsing influencers, as a thank
you for the valuable data provided.
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GAINING MOMENTUM
A Look at Some of Our Achievements:

In deep discussions with various blue-chip strategics in nascar, beauty and fashion, even the celebrity comedy
world - totaling over 3 M followers (potential members).

Platform development strides thanks to technology partnerships secured
with Silver Logic and Ciright.

Entered user acquisition partnerships with Being Latino, which represents 5M users today, another 12M
under negotiation – giving us access to 17M users on one platform alone. Also have an agreement in place
with OKTV with a close contract to come later, representing another 4M uses.

Currently securing our first dozen suppliers in the apparel, equestrian, and polo communities - including US
Polo Assn., The Tackeria, and 10 others.

Positive feedback from key advisors and industry players like IFBB Professional
Terrance Thomas and Jenny Johnston of Living Pattern:
I believe the Hunny platform to be the future of social media and how
influencers like myself will grow their brands.”
- Terrance Thomas

I will be one of your initial 100 influences ready to promote you to my 170,000
followers when Hunny as an app launches”
- Jenny Johnston

Notable NFL players have taken notice as well:

It looks to me that you have a winner with this. I’ve seen many opportunities pass my way.
Most come and go but this one has legs.
I’m proud to be on board with Hunny, and excited for the opportunity to be an ambassador.
Over the span of my career as a pro athlete, I’ve been fortunate to build a huge network of
fellow pros, A-list celebs, and many influencers. I look forward to utilizing those connections.
This is a good fit. Let’s do it!
Thank you!
LADELL BETTS
Retired NFL Alumni – Washington Redskins & New Orleans Saints

I would like to tell all of you that It think you got a real winner here!
Proud to be on board, proud to be given the opportunity to be a sports star
ambassador, and I feel like I can make a huge difference by networking into my
relationships and my star power.
Thanks Hunny!
ORONDE GADSDEN
Retired NFL Alumni – Miami Dolphins, Pittsburgh Steelers &
Dallas Cowboys

I’ve played football for six years for the Miami Dolphins, Green Bay Packers,
and the Cleveland Browns.
In my status as a sport star celebrity, I get approached all the time to endorse many things. I rarely say
yes. In the case of “Hunny”, it was an unequivocal yes all the way.
Great business model, great team assembled, perfect timing in the marketplace. Boom!
I’m all in. Let’s do this!
ANTHONY HARRIS
Retired NFL Alumni – Miami Dolphins, Green Bay Packers
&Cleveland Browns

I believe your model can work… I’m fully on board the Hunny train!
DONNELL BENNETT
Retired NFL Alumni – Kansas City Chiefs & Washington Redskins

I am happy and elated to be joining Hunny as an influencer and growing my
professional prowess.
LEONARD MARSHALL
Retired NFL Alumni & Former Hall-of-Fame Nominated & Two-Time
Super Bowl Champion (New York Giants)
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TEAM OF THE HIVE
Introducing the talented team tasked with steering the Hunny mission to fruition:
Jeff Vanderpol | President & Founder | Widely respected innovator with entrepreneurial
successes in multiple industries, including tech, entertainment, and real estate ventures. Has
proven an ability to spot “the next big thing”, and is doing it again with Hunny.

Kirk Layne | COO | Strategic leader and entrepreneur with over 25 years of business and
technology experience - including “Launch of Setnet International” – a startup venture
partnership with General Instrument, acquired by Motorola in 2002.

Jason Brown | CFO / Director | More than 20 years of prestigious national and regional firm
experience, he has combined his exceptional financial and tax consulting skills and his passion to
serve and collaborate with entrepreneurs and emerging businesses. Jason’s professional experience
includes: Federal, multi-state and international taxation, mergers and acquisitions, and exit strategy
planning.

David Hartmann | CTO | Has a passion for designing platforms that produce innovative technology
solutions, combining things like APIs, AR and the IoT. His vision to streamline the process of
bringing innovative ideas to life is currently being played out with Hunny.

Joe M. Callahan | Technology Advisor | Founder and CEO of the Ciright Companies and an
Internet of Things expert. Combining a mix of engineering, programming and creative
marketing, Joe specializes in eliminating traditional technology barriers across all industries.

Jim Dodrill | Corporate and Securities Counsel | Over 25 years’ experience as a corporate and
securities transactions attorney. He assists a global roster of select clients as outside general
counsel and with securities offerings and M&A transactions.

Christina Duarte | Social Media Advisor | Over the last several years Christina has worked as a
private consultant and owns Logitech Consulting L.L.C. She has extensive experience working in the
e-commerce space and has owned and operated her own e-commerce business. She is originally
from Los Angeles, CA, and studied at California State University Northridge (CSUN), earning a BA in
Sociology and did graduate work at University California Los Angeles (UCLA) studying business and
legal.

Michael Anderson | Digital Marketing Technologist | Over 30 years of sales and marketing
experience with the past 10 years specializing in SEO, SEM, social media and video marketing.

Wayne Jobson | Celebrity Influencer Ambassador | Born in Jamaica, Wayne grew up with close
ties to both reggae and the Marley family. Diki Jobson, a cousin, started Island Records along
with Chris Blackwell and managed Bob Marley and the Wailers, while another cousin, Diane
Jobson, was Marley’s attorney. Wayne is a double Grammy Award winning producer and a
renowned artist himself.

Lexye Aversa | Strategic Relationship Ambassador | Featured as “Best Global Event Planner”
on the FOX TV Series Best of South Florida, Lexye is the Founder (1981) and President of
Professional Touch International, orchestrating meetings, incentive travel programs and
promotional marketing for multi-national entities (such as Sony, Fox, Lindt, CapitalOne, ADT,
Cereidian, D&B, World Trade Center, Medline, WRB Insurance, Life Extension, Red Cross,
American Lung Asso., LPGA, Women’s Chamber of Commerce, and countless others).

John Carson | Corporate Partnerships | Former President of Cadbury Schweppes North
America and is Chairman of the Board, Managing Partner & Co-Founder of IBC.

Jospeh C. Tirinato | Media Corporate Relationships | Former President MGM – Media
Corporate Relationships and past American broadcasting executive.

Steve Wilson | CFO | Seasoned C-Suite executive for top multinational companies. Past roles
include CFO of RJR Nabisco & Pepsi-Cola USA, and President at Frito-Lay of Brazil & Franklin
Mint. Possesses an expansive network of blue-chip corporate liaisons.

Ryan Beckman | Director | Graduated from Western State College with a BA degree in
Accounting/Finance Emphasis in 1999. Through his experience in the industry, Ryan has
analyzed financials for all size companies, voted on loan committees helping approve credit of
up to $20M, developed budgets for $100M bank, and counseled business owners on how they
can better run their businesses.

Dr. Dave Jensen | Director | A world class sports chiropractor and sports doctor to the stars
such as Xgames, Olympics, Hollywood stars, Motorsports. Entrepreneur to nine other
businesses and startups worldwide.
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY
According to the Holmes Report, the influencer marketing industry could carry an approximate value as high
as $20 billion by 2020. Here are a few other statistics that reflect the outstanding position we are in with
Hunny:
For Instagram alone, $1.6B influencer market in 2018 and estimated $2.38B in 2019.

$2.38B

in 2019

$1.6B

in 2018

49%

86%

49% of consumers

86% of women

(and growing) depend on influencer

use social media for purchasing

recommendations.

advice.

Influencer marketing has now surpassed print marketing, with campaigns
earning $6.50 for every dollar spent.

Leveraging influencers to sell our platform is beneficial for both parties and will allow Hunny to reach a
massive amount of people. For this reason, both consumers and social influencers are primary target
markets for us.
The consumer segment Hunny will pursue most aggressively is millennials who share a common reliance on,
and heavy usage of, social media as well as a high desire for instant gratification. They also highly value the
opinions of influencers.
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HOW WE MONETIZE
There will be no charge for influencers to join our platform. This removes all upfront risk and puts us in a great
position to rapidly acquire members.
Influencers are rewarded for promoting Hunny and bringing their fanbase to our platform. They will receive a
percentage of both fee and stock for the number of fans they bring to Hunny. Here are the top five revenue
streams at the outset:

Direct advertising

A % of influencer-generated

From earned business

revenue

sales

revenue

Subscription revenue

Merchant and private label
revenue

Data Analytics

Customized influencer
themed excursions

As more influencers are added to the platform, we anticipate opportunities will open up for corporate
sponsorships and the lucrative revenue potential offer. Here is a glimpse at some revenue projections:

$34,500,000

$9,500,000

$1,000,000
FY2019

FY2020

FY2021
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COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
The following two social e-commerce platforms represent the most significant barriers on our quest toward
market-share leadership:

Fancy.com | Combines top elements of Pinterest

Opensky.com | OpenSky boasts sound product

and Etsy, resulting in a global, community-based

variety, with categories ranging from apparel, to

user experience rich in curated product discovery.

sporting goods to kitchens. The quality of their

Offers thousands of different stores directly

deals also sets them apart, as does the high level

through the platform, and gives every user a

of interaction and engagement they encourage

profile. However, their community size is limited

between members. However, the site isn’t the

and they lack all-in-one functionality.

easiest to navigate and they lack the influencer
element.

HUNNY’S ADVANTAGES:
Hunny’s one-stop nature allows to members to achieve on one
platform. It’s our primary differentiator.
Our ability to specifically curate suggestions according to a member’s
lifestyle and interests, expressed uniquely through our lounges, is
another important factor.
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WHAT LIES AHEAD
As platform development continues, our short-term future focus is on member acquisition.
Hunny will continue to build influencer and supplier relationships (through our networks), with an initial focus
on modeling/acting, NASCAR, football, bodybuilding, and equestrian influencer circles.

We are also currently exploring partnership agreements with two firms that total 300,000 influences and would
make enormous market share contributions if Hunny were able to effectuate a deal. Stay tuned. . . . . Our
confidence is high!

We have taken the time to interact with and propose affiliations with multiple blue-chip players in the sports
and music industries, names recognizable to both Wall Street and Main Street.
Other business development initiatives going forward include:

Q2 2019

Q3 2019

Launch an equity crowdfunding

Expansion into corporate

platform

sponsorships

In the future Hunny intends to also be an in-house bank offering more products and services to our member
base and influencers.
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THE ASK
The $300,000 previously raised ($50K of which was at a $10M valuation) has fueled operations to this point.
Now the time has come for a larger funding infusion:

INSTRUMENT

Equity or convertible debt
VALUATION

GOAL

$1,000,000

$11,000,000
NEXT ROUND GOAL

$14,000,000

This capital supports both platform development and influencer and member acquisition. It will allow Hunny to
secure and grow partnerships which will bring an estimated 300,000 influencers to the platform.

The capital infusion will also provide the flexibility needed to hit the 500,000 pre-registered
member mark and to grow the corporate sponsorship end of our business. Specifically, the
funds will be allocated in the following manner:

$500,000

for technology build

$100,000
for past debt

$100,000

for legal and accounting

$150,000

for influencer and partner acquisition

$150,000

for operating capital
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THANK YOU!
The entire Hunny team would like to sincerely thank you for your time and interest in our company. We look
forward to forming beneficial partnerships.
We firmly believe that the unique all-in-one solution that our platform delivers to a thriving market - combined
with the expertise and endless networking reach of our team - makes Hunny an outstanding investment
prospect.

If you would like more information or have any questions, please contact:
Jeff Vanderpol, Founder
hunny.investors@gmail.com | 954.707.9946 | www.hunny.io

